
DREXEL MEDICAL SCHOOL INTERVIEW ESSAY

1) We at Drexel University College of Medicine have a rich history and a valued They also have an essay on interview
day you have to write.

Thank you for sending it to me. My interest in Drexel University is strong because you are highly regarded in
the medical industry. Everyone handles the stress and disappointment of setbacks differently. Assure the
interviewers that you are capable of handling this tough reality on a regular basis. It was a compliment, and a
challenge, all rolled into one! My grade improved significantly and I did thank that professor for holding me
to a higher standard. One specific way that I plan to benefit the members of my community is by holding free
workshops on a monthly basis. This was very informative, as she has in essence spent her entire career at this
institution, through all its transformations. By having insightful questions prepared, you are setting the stage
for the interviewers to tell you many important and helpful details about their process, and their educational
facility. There is always room for improvement; however, you want to avoid picking your interview apart.
When I approached my professor about the low grade, he said to me 'You can do better. But for now - I do
understand that it is a necessity. Tell us about an area of weakness that you would like to improve on while
attending Drexel University. In these situations, it's best to refer to your facilities' leaders and ethics
community. Here is an answer example: "When it comes to controversial topics such as abortion, euthanasia,
physician assisted suicide, and cloning I will certainly give my opinions more freely in a social setting with
friend versus a workplace setting or around patients. Should medical students who receive federal funds spend
time practicing medicine in a less desired area, to give something in return? We believe, the key to success is
for our users to rehearse with our interview questions while using our answer examples as an idea generator
for their own interview answers. Talk about how you successfully implemented change. Do you make
everyone walk backwards on campus, or is it just that way in admissions? Here is another application fee for
you to insult me some more. How do you feel about this? Just like with all types of medicine and practices,
research and education is very important. I arrived late and was hungry, but my host told me that there is
nothing - literally nothing - within walking distance, not even a convenient store. The medical industry
deserves only honorable graduates and so, for that reason, I would tell a superior if I found a classmate to be
cheating. Thus ended my interview at Drexel. Copying and pasting your double descriptive title times on my
blog didn't do the trick. It's best if you can provide an answer that appeals to both sides while not appearing
wishy-washy. Here is an answer example: "Although I am a supporter of animal rights, I do understand that
animal testing and research is required for most pharmaceutical testing and many other research platforms. I
do understand that this may seem unfair; however, there could be exceptions for certain rarer specialties or
medical students who have exceptional grades, for example. I would ask him what that first conversation
sounded like When I saw the letter in my mailbox and saw it was from you, I shook my head and smiled. Be
careful not to name any names, or throw anyone under the bus as you can rarely recover from unsavory
behavior like that in an interview. Here is an answer example: "The achievement that I am most proud of, so
far, was completing my undergrad, top of my class. There were 15 of us total, not counting one or two who
showed up late because of traffic. I have not excelled in the area of bio-science; however, I have hired a tutor
to ensure my grades remain above average regardless of my natural interest. It's also a great idea to ask the
interviewers about their favorite ways to stay in touch on medical related current events. I was rather amused
watching how each person handled the stress, knowing full well that people-watching was how I handled my
own. In summary, Dr. After lunch and the student interview, I waited for my faculty interview, scheduled at
1pm. Identify their mission and values so that you can be clear on what they stand for. Some ways that a
physician can benefit their community: - Teach your community about the health resources available to them -
Offer free or reduced fee services to low income families - Hold free workshops on topics such as sexual
health or addiction - Volunteer regularly and be an advocate for volunteering Here is an answer example:
"Bettering my community is going to be a big part of what I do as a physician. If you did any campus visits or
met with students or staff, this is the place to mention that. What are your thoughts on alternative medicine?


